Whether or not you love to gamble, take a gamble on a trip to Las Vegas, one of the top five vacation destinations in the U.S., according to Tripadvisor.com.

Located in Nevada’s Mojave Desert, Las Vegas is a resort city famous for its vibrant nightlife, centered around 24-hour casinos and other entertainment options.

The focal point of Las Vegas is “the Strip,” a four-mile long boulevard that is home to themed hotels with elaborate displays, like Bellagio’s famous fountains synchronized to music, as well as replicas of an Egyptian pyramid, the Venetian Grand Canal and the Eiffel Tower.

This city’s ties to “The Mob” are legendary, beginning with its roots from Benjamin “Bugsy” Siegel, a Jewish American mobster who was a driving force behind the development of the Las Vegas Strip. He opened the famous Flamingo Hotel & Casino in 1946.

But you don’t have to gamble to love Las Vegas; there’s something for everyone, whether you love theater, shopping, sightseeing, fine restaurants and more.
Secure his dreams

Corissa Banghart
1190 Torrey Rd., Fenton
810-629-1566
bmbich.com

Just sayin’...

Let your voice be heard

You know how it is when you’re driving along and suddenly you notice in your rear view mirror that a police car is behind you?

If you’re like me (and I believe most people are in this case), the mental checklist begins — I am not speeding. My plates are current, insurance is paid up, license and registration are up to date. There are no tail light, brake light or turn signal problems that I’m aware of. Okay, phew, we’re good.

That’s how it is, too, when I see a speed trailer coming up. My foot goes on the brake immediately, before I even see how fast I’m going. In our Sunday, Sept. 9 edition, we published an article called “Surprise! Local drivers not speeding,” Fenton Police Chief Jason Slater pointed out that a vehicle’s recorded speed is usually captured before the driver has time to notice his or her speed on the trailer, thus not giving them time to change their pace.

With all due respect to Chief Slater, I beg to differ. That captured speed is likely much lower than what the driver was doing a mile back. If you’re paying attention, which you should if you’re driving a car, you can see that puppy from a quarter mile away, long before the 1,000 feet they say the speed recording starts.

This is all about the speed trailer that was placed on North LeRoy Street as a result of concerns expressed to the city by residents Robert and Marie Bechtel about speeding and pedestrian safety on North LeRoy Street between North Road and downtown Fenton.

According to the article, the results of recorded speeds on a few days in late August showed that “local drivers are not speeding.” I question those results because of the aforementioned natural reactions by most drivers. Thankfully, however, the city acknowledges that there is still a problem on that stretch of roadway with regard to traffic volumes and pedestrian safety, and will consider other options.

I applaud Mr. and Mrs. Bechtel for their gentle persistence in this matter. They are to be commended for doing what every citizen should do when they have a concern, approach their city administrators. They attended two Fenton City Council meetings and the community forum earlier this year.

Mr. Bechtel put his family’s concerns in writing and even offered solutions, one of which would in my opinion have garnered more accurate results — have an officer out there with a speed gun busting those going over the limit and writing tickets.

Anyway, the Betchels didn’t come forward because they have nothing better to do. They did it because they are concerned about the children and other pedestrians in their neighborhood.

Everyone should let this couple’s actions be an example of how to handle a community problem. Go to the city, explain your concerns and hold the people whose salaries you pay accountable for investigating the problem and doing something about it if, in fact, there is a problem. If they don’t return your phone calls or emails, go to city hall and attend a City Council meeting.

Thank you, Mr. and Mrs. Bechtel, for doing your part to keep our children and citizens safe.
8 WAYS TO BEAT BACK-TO-SCHOOL STRESS

Going back to school can be stressful for the whole family — arm yourself with these tips to have the smoothest back-to-school season yet.

LISTEN

The first step in helping your kids with school stress is to listen to what's going on with them. Even if they aren't talking, watch for non-verbal cues, or trust your instincts if your kid just doesn't seem like themselves. Begin the conversation by casually asking about school while you're driving home, at the supermarket, or doing a chore around the house together. Don't pressure them and refrain from pressing for answers.

TALK ABOUT HOMEWORK

If they're new to homework, discuss the work with them at the kitchen table or before they sit down to work. Talk about what is due tomorrow or next week and help them to plan out how to get the work done. Don't focus on grades, but rather focus on completion and understanding the concepts of the assignment. Learning to manage their workload efficiently will help them not only succeed in school but in the workforce.

KNOW THE RULES

Understand the rules that your child's school has in place. What happens if they are late for class? Are electronic devices allowed? What is the dress code for school? Be attentive at parent meetings and understand the culture of the school so that you can have a solid grasp on what's expected of your child. Your understanding will help them better navigate demands and thrive at school.

UN-SCHEDULE KIDS

There are wonderful extracurricular activities for your child, but it is just as important that kids take time to relax and have some unscheduled time at home or outdoors. Keep one weekday after school that is “free day,” and stick to that schedule for the school year. Your child will be relaxed and prepared for the rest of the week when you allow them to have proper downtime.

ORGANIZE

If your child still has piles of schoolwork, papers, artwork, and supplies from last year, take an afternoon and go through it with them. Divide it into a “keep” pile and a “throw” pile. Be wary of little hoarders, and try to talk them out of keeping truly unnecessary items, like the gum wrapper a pretty girl gave them. Recycle the “throw” pile, and file away or display the “keep” pile. This little habit of organizing will make both you and your child less stressed when preparing the night before school starts.

EXPRESS YOUR GRATITUDE

Take a few minutes each day to go around the family and express things you’re grateful for. This can be done before dinner, during breakfast, right before bed, or any time the whole family is together. Taking time to recognize positive moments and blessings will reset your family’s minds to think more about the good things that are happening in their lives, and less about the back-to-school stress.

ESTABLISH A ROUTINE

Set a breakfast and morning routine that works for everyone. It may mean setting out plates and planning breakfast the night before or it may mean getting up a few minutes earlier to help ease morning stress. Try to make mornings calm and be enthusiastic about what’s planned for the day. Lead by example by happily sharing the plans that you have for your day.

BATH WRAPS

60% OFF Installation SALE!

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE!

FREE QUOTE:
810-250-7723

WALK-IN BATHS

DAVISON SHOWROOM: 8068 E. Court Street

DWwindows.com

BATH TO SHOWER CONVERSIONS

SOURCE: www.rd.com

source: readers digest
How to get there from here
Flights leave daily from Bishop International Airport in Flint and Detroit Metropolitan Airport. Expect to pay $235 on up for a non-stop four-and-a-half-hour flight on Spirit, Delta, United or American Airlines.

The best time to visit Las Vegas is from March to May and from September to November, for the most moderate weather. Keep in mind that the average temperature in July is 106 degrees F.

What to see and do
Your Las Vegas vacation will likely revolve around the iconic neon lights and famous sights along the Strip. But there’s much more to your Vegas trip than gambling. Other diversions are attached to the casinos, including a chance to ride a gondola at The Venetian, see views atop the Eiffel Tower at Paris, Las Vegas or enjoy the renowned fountain show at the Bellagio.

You’ll also enjoy world-class theatre, shows and musicals, Cirque du Soleil events, from Michael Jackson’s ONE to The Beatles LOVE, plus food tours and more.

If you can part with Las Vegas Boulevard (the Strip), you’ll find the rest of the city has plenty to offer. Don’t miss the Fremont Street Experience, a seven-block entertainment district in downtown Las Vegas. Check out Fremont’s light show, the world’s largest video screen and the Fremont East Downtown Container Park. Take in a history lesson at the Mob Museum or the Neon Museum or enjoy the relaxing, scenic Red Rock Canyon, just a few miles west of Las Vegas.

You can also use Las Vegas as a springboard to visit nearby Hoover Dam and the Grand Canyon. Both can be one-day bus tour excursions.

Interesting facts
• The biggest Las Vegas land-based casino is the Venetian and the most profitable is Wynn Las Vegas.
• Drinks are still free in Las Vegas as long as you are gambling.
• Not all hotel swimming pools are for guests only. If they allow gambling, they are open to the public.
• Nevada is the only state in the U.S. where prostitution is legal; however, it is illegal in Clark County, including Las Vegas. Licensed brothels exist in eight counties in the state.

Your Las Vegas food bucket list
They don’t call it ‘Sin City’ for nothing. Las Vegas is known for 24-hour buffets and everything else in excess, including:
• 24-layer Chocolate Cake at Strip House
• Caviar Parfait at Michael Mina
• Roasted Beef Wellington at Gordon Ramsey Steak
• In the Shower Mac and Cheese at Fleur
• Kobe Meatballs at Lavo
• Catfish Sloppy Joe at RM Seafood
• Lemon Spaghetti with Shrimp at Giada

Times Facebook
1. To ensure you see content from the Tri-County Times in your newsfeed, which has been awarded best newspaper of the year by the Michigan Press Association in 2002, 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2016, visit our Facebook page by searching for "Tri-County Times."

2. Under the header photo, there are buttons for “like,” “follow,” and “share.” Click the arrow next to “follow.”

3. You will see a few options after clicking the arrow. Under “In your news feed,” click “see first.” This will ensure that you will see content posted by the Times.

The Tri-County Times values all of its valued readers and advertisers.
Personal Notices

HOLY SPIRIT, who solves all problems and lights all roads so I may attain my goals. Who gives me the divine gift to forgive and forget all evil against me. In all instances of my life you are with me. I want, in this short prayer, to thank you for all things and confirm once again that I never want to be separated from you. I wish to be with you in eternal glory. Thank you for your mercy towards me and mine. This person must say this prayer for 3 consecutive days. After 3 days the favor will be granted, even if it appears difficult. This prayer must be published immediately after the favor is granted without mentioning the favor. Only your initials should appear at the bottom\ST

Pond Supplies
Live gamefish for stocking. Large selection of lake, pond and garden supplies. FREE CATALOG! Stoney Creek Inc. Grant, Michigan 800-448-3873 www.stoneycreekequip.com

23rd Annual Fall Plant Sale
Abubor Orchard Wholesale Nursery OPEN TO THE PUBLIC Sept 21st-23rd 9-4pm
• Grasses ($5 for $35)
• Hostas $5 es (5 for $20)
• Most one gallon perennials starting at $4 each
• Nursery stock, trees, shrubs, & much more! Starting at $10
Don’t forget to bring your tarp!

Garage Sales

Ford Taurus

Fenton
Fenton
Holly
Linden

Auctions

SHORT NOTICE HUNTING CAMP ESTATE AUCTION
Wednesday, Sept 19th 5:30 PM. Preview starts at 4:30 PM.

5700 E. Allen Rd. Howell

Featuring: John Deere 4410 Loader w/Low Hour!, Several Four Wheelers, Kinroad Run Master II Go Kart, 2012 Bad Boy Buggy ATV, Utility Trailer, Group of Firearms, Heavy Duty Gun Safe, Lots of Tools, Equipment & Work Benches. Everything Will Sell Regardless of Price!

See details at: MichiganAuctionCompany.com

Miscellaneous Wanted

ALL SCRAP METALS picked up, including appliances. We buy scrap cars, trucks, farm equipment, motorhomes, auto and farm batteries. 810-730-7514, 810-449-0045.

Trucks/SUVs for Sale

2006 DODGE DURANGO Nice interior, some rust. 2 new tires, 3 winter tires and extra wheel, $2,000. Call 810-287-9554.

2006 CHEVY COLORADO 3.5L Extended cab, 88,000 miles, very good condition, well maintained, runs great, $7,000 or best offer. Linden call 810-964-2413.

USE SKIN BALM AND TONEKOTE on dogs and cats to stop scratching and growing due to hot spots and allergies without steroids. At Tractor Supply. (www.kennevlax.com)
A dollar spent locally circulates 14 more times in the community!

Spend it here. Keep it here. Invest In Your Community.
OPEN HOUSE

12309 Sugar Maple Dr
Fenton

Take a look at this beautiful home on a gorgeous country setting in the high demand Fenton Orchards Subdivision. This 4 bedroom 4 bath has so much to offer including finished basement w/wine chiller and mini fridge so you can entertain your family & friends. Large master suite with private bath and walk-in closet. Exterior features a sodded yard with an irrigation system. Premium upgraded private wooded back yard and brick paver patio with fire pit.

Brian Will • 810-523-6075
www.chiefwillsellyourhome.com

ENGLAND REAL ESTATE
810-632-7427 • www.englandrealestate.us
12316 Highland Rd. (M-59) Hartland

OPEN SUN., SEPT. 16 • 1-4 PM
Peaceful privacy! Country style 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with large porch on 2.61 acres. Spacious well planned kitchen with breakfast nook, wood floors and stainless steel appliances, formal dining & living areas with wood floors. Family room w/stone fireplace, and many windows with beautiful views. 1st floor laundry, master suite on 1st floor with jet tub & ceramic floor. Walk-out lower level & 3 car garage. North of the Village of Hartland at 4017 Hartland Road $375,000. Hartland Schools.

OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16TH • 1-3 PM

9555 Longmeadow St. • Fenton
$279,900

4 bed, 3 bath, over 1,850 sq ft ranch with walkout basement, vaulted ceilings, tall windows for spectacular natural light.

Berkshire Hathaway Home Services Michigan Real Estate

PROFESSIONALS
235 N. Leroy Street • Fenton • 810.629.2220
Across from Fenton Hotel in plaza with Biggerg Coffee & Jars Pizza

Each office is independently owned and operated.
We do it All!

LAWN SERVICE

- Stump Grinding & Removal
- Mulching
- Irrigation Systems
- Lawn Raising
- Lawn Aeration
- Landscaping
- Hydroseeding
- Tree Removal/Trimming
- Retaining Walls
- Drainage Systems
- Concrete Services

METRO MASONRY

- Brick Repairs
- Chimneys
- Porches
- Pavers
- Tuckpointing
- Pointing
- 40 years experience

STAN’S CHIMNEY CLEANING

- Chimney Cleaning
- Chimney Caps
- Gas Stove Repairs
- Free Estimates & Senior Discounts

LAURICELLA PAINTING

- Interior Painters
- Exterior Painting
- Free Estimates
- All Size Jobs
- Call Back Guarantee
- 25 Years Experience

BYRON PLUMBING

- Drain Cleaning
- Plumbing Repairs
- New Construction
- Sewage & Sump Pumps
- Tank-less Water Heaters
- Bathroom Remodeling
- Water Treatments
- Water Softeners
- Well Tanks

Answers in this Sunday’s edition of the Tri-County Times.
It is our goal to provide you with a solid investment on your home, to identify the problems and the potential problems that may occur. We have been involved with numerous projects and situations. We have learned to commit to our customers and establish a long-term relationship with them.

Call today for free quote
810-252-5369

Advertise in the

TRI-COUNTY TIMES
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Call Kathleen at
810-433-6787

Quality custom video enhances your company’s image. Website | Presentations | Commercials | Social Media | YouTube | Reception Areas | Employee Training | and much more!

Free Water Testing
for all problem water.

- Arsenic Removal
- Salt • Rent or Purchase
- Free Installation
- Service for all makes & models

McIntyre’s Soft Water Service
1014 N. Bridge Street • Linden
810-735-5778

Free estimates
Small yard accessible
Licensed & Insured
FREE ESTIMATES
Call Kathleen at 810-433-6787
Visa & Mastercard accepted

VILLAGE OF HOLLY
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
NOTICE OF VARIANCE REQUEST

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, in accordance with Chapter 157 of the Village of Holly Zoning Ordinance, the Village of Holly Zoning Board of Appeals will conduct a public hearing on a request for a variance of Ordinance 154.04(A) and 154.06(9)(d) on October 1, 2018 at 7:00 PM (or as soon thereafter as possible) in the Board of Education Room located at 920 E. Baird Street, Holly, Michigan.

An application for a variance was filed by Melanie Pruiett. The property is located at 310 S. Broad Street, parcel number 01-34-308-007. The applicant is requesting a variance of Ordinance 154.06(9)(d) which states signs shall not be used in excess of 15 calendar days.

Written comments may be submitted to the Village Clerk/Treasurer, 300 East Street, Karl Richter Center, Holly, Michigan 48442 prior to the hearing. All documents pertinent to the application are available for inspection in the Village Offices, located at 300 East Street, Holly, Michigan.

Interested persons are encouraged to attend the meeting. Handicapped persons needing assistance to attend are asked to contact the Village offices at least 48 hours prior to the meeting at (248) 634-9571 during regular business hours.

Deborah J. Bigger
Clerk/Treasurer
Village of Holly

Let’s Protect Your Home
White & Sons Roofing LLC
(810) 691-9266
www.whiteandsonsroofs.com

FREE ESTIMATES
Licensed & Insured

Tree Storm Damage
• 24 Hour Emergency
• Commercially Insured
• Turf Friendly Equipment

Call today for free quote
810-252-5369

Puzzle Answers
Midweek Sudoku, Crossword Puzzle and Jumbles are located in the last Midweek’s issue. All other puzzles are located throughout this edition of the Tri-County Times.

TRI-COUNTY TIMES DAILY EDITION
VIEW ALL STORIES ONLINE AT TCTIMES.COM

Free Water Testing
for all problem water.

- Arsenic Removal
- Salt • Rent or Purchase
- Free Installation
- Service for all makes & models

McIntyre’s Soft Water Service
1014 N. Bridge Street • Linden
810-735-5778

Free estimates
Small yard accessible
Licensed & Insured
FREE ESTIMATES
Call Kathleen at 810-433-6787
Visa & Mastercard accepted

VILLAGE OF HOLLY
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
NOTICE OF VARIANCE REQUEST

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, in accordance with Chapter 157 of the Village of Holly Zoning Ordinance, the Village of Holly Zoning Board of Appeals will conduct a public hearing on a request for a variance of Ordinance 154.04(A) and 154.06(9)(d) on October 1, 2018 at 7:00 PM (or as soon thereafter as possible) in the Board of Education Room located at 920 E. Baird Street, Holly, Michigan.

An application for a variance was filed by Melanie Pruiett. The property is located at 310 S. Broad Street, parcel number 01-34-308-007. The applicant is requesting a variance of Ordinance 154.06(9)(d) which states signs shall not be used in excess of 15 calendar days.

Written comments may be submitted to the Village Clerk/Treasurer, 300 East Street, Karl Richter Center, Holly, Michigan 48442 prior to the hearing and may also be submitted at the meeting. All documents pertinent to the application are available for inspection in the Village Offices, located at 300 East Street, Holly, Michigan.

Interested persons are encouraged to attend the meeting. Handicapped persons needing assistance to attend are asked to contact the Village offices at least 48 hours prior to the meeting at (248) 634-9571 during regular business hours.

Deborah J. Bigger
Clerk/Treasurer
Village of Holly
FUNERAL ETIQUETTE

While issues of funeral etiquette may feel very serious or stressful, it’s important to remember that your job, as a funeral attendee, is to support the family or memorial service. Remember that your job, as a funeral attendee, is to support those grieving, and to participate in the communal grieving that’s taking place. In light of this, the general advice for how to act at a funeral or memorial service is to be respectful, courteous, and generous to others. Remember that the simple presence of a friend, a hug, or a kind word can go a long way toward making someone feel comforted.

Source: www.everplans.com
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Recognizing separation anxiety in dogs

Dogs that appear stressed or nervous when their owners leave the house or even the room may be experiencing a common problem known as separation anxiety. Many dogs become apprehensive when their owners are out of view, and such apprehension can be very tough on the dogs. The Humane Society of the United States says severe separation anxiety may be exhibited by extreme behavior problems and destructive actions. Dogs may engage in destructive chewing, excessive barking that annoys neighbors, digging or scratching at windows, breaking out of cages or enclosures, or urination and defecation, even among house-trained dogs.

Cases of separation anxiety may be simulated or true, according to professional dog expert Cesar Millan. Some attention-seeking dogs learn the behavior, knowing it will garner attention—even if it’s for the wrong reasons. True separation anxiety is a genuinely stressful event for dogs.

When treating dogs with separation anxiety, the ASPCA advises that owners should aim to resolve the dog’s underlying anxiety and help it to grow accustomed to being alone for long periods of time. This can begin through early socialization as a puppy. Try these techniques.

• While it’s tempting to take a new puppy with you everywhere or lavish constant attention, the ASPCA advises that owners provide comforting items, clothes that smell like you. Also, train the dog to follow a pack mentality, and pack leader. Training that the dog does not try to push boundaries. Knowing the pack order can relieve some of the dog’s stress.

• Exercise may help reduce anxiety. Tired dogs are less likely to grow bored and more likely to find contentment by sleeping instead of being destructive. Exercise, discipline and affection are the common mantras of dog trainers.

• Don’t make a fuss when coming or going. This way the dog doesn’t associate your leaving with a big deal, nor your coming home as something that is the pinnacle of his day. Be calm and consistent, and only reward desirable behavior.

• Provide comforting items, like worn clothes that smell like you. Also, train the dog to recognize that a particular word or action signifies your eventual return.

• Talk to a vet if separation anxiety has gotten out of control. Temporary administering of a sedative may help pets and their owners as the dogs continue to be trained.

When treating dogs with separation anxiety, the ASPCA advises that owners should aim to resolve the dog’s underlying anxiety and help it to grow accustomed to being alone for long periods of time. This can begin through early socialization as a puppy. Try these techniques.

• While it’s tempting to take a new puppy with you everywhere or lavish constant attention, the ASPCA advises that owners provide comforting items, clothes that smell like you. Also, train the dog to follow a pack mentality, and pack leader. Training that the dog does not try to push boundaries. Knowing the pack order can relieve some of the dog’s stress.

• Exercise may help reduce anxiety. Tired dogs are less likely to grow bored and more likely to find contentment by sleeping instead of being destructive. Exercise, discipline and affection are the common mantras of dog trainers.

• Don’t make a fuss when coming or going. This way the dog doesn’t associate your leaving with a big deal, nor your coming home as something that is the pinnacle of his day. Be calm and consistent, and only reward desirable behavior.

• Provide comforting items, like worn clothes that smell like you. Also, train the dog to recognize that a particular word or action signals your eventual return.

• Talk to a vet if separation anxiety has gotten out of control. Temporary administering of a sedative may help pets and their owners as the dogs continue to be trained.

DIRECTIONS
Preheat an oven to 330 degrees F (175 degrees C). Grease a baking dish large enough to hold the tenderloin without folding it.

Heat the olive oil in a large skillet over medium-high heat, and brown the pork tenderloin on all sides. Remove the browned tenderloin to the prepared baking dish. Sprinkle all sides of the meat with salt, pepper, and parsley.

Cook and stir the onion and apple in the same skillet over medium heat until the onion becomes about 5 minutes, and pour in the Riesling wine. Scrape all the browned flavorful bits off the bottom of the skillet and stir to help dissolve them into the wine. Bring to a boil, and pour the onion, apple, and wine mixture over the tenderloin.

Mix together the apple jelly and balsamic vinegar in a bowl until the mixture is smooth and without lumps. Spread the jelly mixture all over the pork.

Bake loin in the preheated oven until an instant-read thermometer inserted into the center reads 145 degrees F (63 degrees C), 30 to 45 minutes. Allow the tenderloin to rest for 10 minutes before slicing, and serve each slice with a spoonful of the apple-onion mixture.
THE ONLY REAL CHOICE

BX1880 + MOWER DECK

PROMOTIONAL OFFERS END 12/31/18.

*0% A.P.R., 20% down, financing for 84 months on purchases of new Kubota BX1880 plus 54" standard mower-deck from participating dealers’ in-stock inventory is available to qualified purchasers through Kubota Credit Corporation USA; subject to credit approval. Example: 84 monthly payments of $11.90 per $1,000 financed. Example amount based on sales price of $10,395.00. Each dealer sets own price. Prices and payments may vary. Offer expires 12/31/18. **Only terms and conditions of Kubota’s standard Limited Warranty apply. For warranty terms see us or go to KubotaUSA.com. Optional equipment may be shown.

Flint New Holland, Inc.
3266 East Bristol Road • Burton, MI 48529
(810) 744-2030
www.flintnewhollandinc.com